A special meeting of the Student Union Committee will be broadcast live over WMIT on "This Happened To Tech" between 7:00 and 8:00 p.m. today, between 7:00 and 8:00 p.m. Tomorrow, between 7:00 and 8:00 p.m. The full plan for the broadcast will be announced at the meeting. Those attending the meeting will be able to hear the broadcast over WMIT on "This Happened To Tech."
SUCCESS AND WITHDRAWAL

With this issue, The Tech ceases publication for both the fall term and Volume LXXIII. The Managing Board of Volume LXXIII looks back upon its time spent with The Tech with much satisfaction, and wishes the new officers of Volume LXXIV the success which we are confident they are bound to achieve.

Calendar of Events
from January 13 through January 20, 1954

********

Wednesday, January 13
Mathematics and Physics Departments, Operations Research Seminar: "Linear Programming-Theory of Simplex Method," Prof. F. H. Bok. Room 10-275, 4:00 p.m.

Physics and Mathematics Departments, Operations Research Seminar: "Linear Programming-Theory of Simplex Method," Prof. F. H. Bok. Room 10-275, 4:00 p.m.

Freshman Swimming Team. Meet with Harvard, Alumni Swimming Pool, 7:30 p.m.

Mechanical Engineering Department, Seminar: "Britle Failure of Steel Engineering Structures," Prof. Maurice E. Shank. Room 3-370, 4:00 p.m.

A. R. von Hippel. Room 6-120, 4:30 p.m. Refreshments served.

K. J. Janicki. Room 10-275, 2:45 p.m.

A. R. von Hippel. Room 6-120, 4:30 p.m. Refreshments served.

Saturday, January 16
Varsity Wrestling Team. Meet with Amherst College. Rockefeller Cage, 2:00 p.m.

Varsity and Freshman Track Teams. Meet with Knights of Columbus. Boston Garden, 7:30 p.m.

Mathematics Department. Lecture Series: "Representation Theory for Jordan Algebras," Prof. Nathan Jacobson. Mathematics Department, Yale University. Room 2-232, 4:30 p.m. Tea in Room 2-290 at 4:00 p.m. Admission: Free

Tuesdays, January 19

Lecture Series Committee. Film: "A Run for Your Money" (starring Alec Guinness), Room 1-200, 5:00, 7:30, and 9:30 p.m. Admission: 10 cents.

Staff Players of M.I.T. Supper and play reading: "Affairs of Anatole." Faculty Club, 6:30 p.m. Reservations: Ext. 2606.

Signatures, typewritten and signed, must be in the office of the editor, Room 7.10, not later than noon on Thursday prior to the date of publication. Material for the Calendar of Events must be submitted by Thursday of the first week in January.
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A RUN FOR YOUR MONEY

Nuff Said!

by Paul Abramson

It has recently been brought to our attention that no one has yet written a learned paper on the subject of "Vertical Transportation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology." This is, to my mind, a deplorable situation, since every Tech student is vitally concerned with this immediate and pressing need. We would like to describe our experiences in the field, in the hope that we will inspire someone to fill this large gap in scientific knowledge.

There is a form of vertical transportation which is presently in wide use at the Institute. It is a vernacular of a prehistoric era and is known as "elevators." However, it is universally agreed that this form is practically obsolete, in addition to being a waste of the scarce and few-poundage possessions of M.I.T. students, so we will omit further discussion on this point.

Our first contact with modern vertical transportation at the Institute occurred near the beginning of our freshman year. We happened to wish to ascend Building 6, and noticed what seemed to be an elevator. We pressed the buttons, and nothing happened. But when we attempted to open the doors, we discovered that it was stuck. After pressing the button again, pumping the door, and uttering various unprintables, we achieved a
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Pretties Coeds Seen Dancing With Men in Arrow "Radnor"

Outstanding social success of the current season is called Arrow Radnor ... the round-shaped skirt that has become a favorite of women-about-campus. This popular skirt style is now available at all Arrow dealers - in white or colors, and in a variety of fabrics.

Last movie before finish
Nuff Said!

Thursday, January 14, 1954
M.I.T. Room 1-190
5, 7:30, 9:30
Admission 30 cents
Frosh Swimmers Lose To Exeter; Brosens Wins

A strong Exeter Pro wrestling team gave the Tech freshman a tough time. The Plainsmen easily defeated the Frosh, 27-27, Saturday afternoon in the Alumni Pool. The home team managed to gain only two first places, and only one of them honestly, as the Exeter free-style relay team was demolished in the final event of the afternoon.

M.I.T.'s lone moment of glory came in the 200-yard freestyle, by far the most thrilling race of the meet, when John Brosens, penciled Exeter's Bill Stanforth on the final lap to win by half a body in the time of 2:02.5. Brosens, third throughout the first seven laps, caught Stanforth on the turn for the home stretch and strained free pull to all-out and give the meet its real excitement.

The rest of the contest was all Exeter as the prophets opened the meet by finishing one-two in the 60-yard freestyle and kept up the pace by taking first places in the breaststroke, 100-yard freestyle—which was won, in the same time of 31.5 seconds—diving, and individual medley. Five points were washed up in the last relay as both teams were disqualified for hitting the water too soon in the changing of swimmers. For a similar reason Exeter's free-style relay relay was omitted, but the Tech got their first place.

Yale Overwhelms Squashmen, 7-2

Ruzdizki Wins

The Yale University squash team defeated a 7-2 son of Dick Stimson's squad in a thrilling match at Whitney gym in New Haven, Connecticut. Whack-whack by the line of Wall (Yale) '54, the Tehmen couldn't contain the overall depth of the Yale men.

Bad weather proved to be Tech's greatest enemy, as Wall's flight from Russian was forced to put the down in Newark. This made it necessary for the number 4-man to move up one notch each.

Ruzdizki Wins Again

Once more (Ruzdizki) '54, led the way with a brilliantly fought 8-2 win over number one man.

The match continued two games to one, with the fourth game, 13-17. He then trolled off eleven consecutive points in the fifth game to clinch the win.

Number two man Paul Goldin '54 was the most impressive Tech winner, as he triumphed Yale's Brooks Bavarian 6-5, Golodin, recovering from two early season setbacks, was in command all the way.

Both John Malave '54 and Raphael Mores '54, played fine squash, but couldn't come through with wins.

Raz, the third member of the Yale triumvirate, set himself up a good fight until he tired in the fourth game. The remainder of the team was outpaced by their Yale opponents. Hugh Harivian '54, Bob Ward and Herbie Malave '54, went down to the Yale men, and Rousin Nasr '54, all suffered 3-0 defeat.

The squashes have their big trip of the season next weekend, when they meet Williams and Amherst. Al-

Fencers Defeat Clark University in Opener 22-3

Tech's fencing team under the coaching of Billy Vitale avenged Clark University in a highly auspicious season opener by a score of 22-3.

Avis Togasaki '54, with two victories led the final run to a 4-1 lead over Clark. Then Ed Edsma '54 and Barry Brown '56, shut out their opponents in the same event to increase the Beaver lead to 1-4. New England Champion and team captain, Brian, along with Dave Springer '54 and Jim Osgood '54, insured the victory in the electrically judged event by securing the win over Tom and giving the team a 2-1 triumph.

The Beavers force a strong Boston University squad in the fencing room in Walker on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

The summaries:

Fencing:

Tech: Jules, 1-0; Davis, 1-0; Edsma, 1-0; Brown, 1-0; Spring, 1-0. Total: 5-0.

BU: Muscat, 0-1; Osgood, 0-1; Pietrow, 0-1; Heston, 0-1; Niemeyer, 0-1. Total: 0-5.

Basketball

(Continued from page 1)

with 13 points, seven r.f. from them on three free throws. Stan Bible, '56, who played a part of the game as the senior center, and Judic Byrnes collected 12 markers each, while Capt. Al Sipio '54 dropped in 12 points, and Carl Haro '56, 10 were key to BU's success. The game was held at the auditorium of the university.

BU's Rally

With the score 5-4 in favor of Tech at the start of the final period, BU rallied to push ahead for the first time in the game 50-51. 3 minutes 30 seconds—quarter, in a safe battery en- sured, and BU still claimed a one point advantage, 50-49, but with 1:37 seconds left, Schilling sent the score again making one of two free throws, BU pulsated with a fast break out. The Beavers took a shot, missed, and lost the ball on a rebound. With 54 seconds left, Tech pressed too hard and fouled. BU missed both.
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WHIT Robbery

(Copied from page 1)

student government that an individual or individuals connected with the institution was in any way connected with the theft. Neither the Dean's office nor any other arm of the Institute has yet ascertained this.

were, but retained possession of the bell. Another foul by Tech, with 35 seconds left gave BU the final point, and the game ended with the score-reading 62-50.

Even though the hash advantage belonged to BU, with Tom Kevin about two inches taller than any Tech man, Al Sipio rebounded well, especially off the defensive board. Stan Bible, '54 also did a fine job guarding his taller opponent, blocking many of his shots.

The next game will be played this Wednesday at Northeastern.

S.D.A.

(Continued from page 1)

In name and offices with the govern- ment and report all expenditures and its name and officers with the govern-
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, January 15, 16, 17

Nice photos, Piedmont College, Athens, Ga.

Arts * Business * Accounting Science * Engineering

Physical Science Mathematics Education Computing Physics * Mechanical Electrical * Mathematics

Industrial * Electrical Mechanical

Accounting Administration Management

Call your College Placement Office for Appointment

A CAMPUS-TO-CAREER CASE HISTORY

"The interview was the tip-off"

By Byrnes, '52

The two talks with the Bell interviewers left me with a strong impression that I had talked to people with department heads. Not only did they get a chance to look me over, but also had an opportunity to get a closer look at their operation. I figured if the Bell System was that careful in selecting its interviewees, it was careful in other things. The interview itself.

"That's why I'm working here in Wash-

Washington, D. C., for one of the Bell Com-

panies—The Chesapeaks & Potomac Telephone Company. My first job—after general training—was supervising a billing unit with 26 employees.

"Since then I have assisted on internal audits in all departments. I've helped with special studies for management and have become better acquainted with operations of the entire company. Now I'm working on the general books as an accounting supervisor.

"That Bell System interview has cer-

tioned me many times, and I thought the system had exactly what I wanted. I had a job waiting for me, and I was told to expect a letter in ten days. I'm planning a trip to New York, and will be working here."

Ed Burtner is working toward the experience of the engineering, physics and
diploma in Civil Engineering from the Bell System. He went with the operating telephone company. There also are opportunities with the Bell Telephone Labs, Western Electric and Sundex Corporation.

STOWE'S POPULAR SKI DORM

A delightful experience in casual ski living.

Thar's nothing like it—Stowe's best-located dorm, five-story, three-floor, $25.00 weekly. Near the lifts. Only $30.00 for the All-day ski passes. Marvelous dining room. Good food, good beds, folks, or telephone STowe 5-2223 for reservations.

With 34 seconds left, Tech pressed too hard and fouled. BU missed both.
Top Ranked E.C. Sets Cage Mark; Deke Five Upset

A fast-breaking East Campus five led by Billy Prag, Jr., and was not disturbed at the finish of the cage game by a spirited bid for the win by Deke Five. Other Scores: Walcott A (31) Catholic Club 24 Baker A 99-------Phi Delt Theta 16 Great Gables 20 Theta Delta Xi No 14

The Tech's Top Ten
(Votes in Bracket)

1. Epsilon XI (94)
2. Grad House B (90)
3. Grad House A (84)
4. Grad House C (80)
5. A. E. K. (80)
6. Lambda Chi Alpha (79)
7. Phi Kappa (68)
8. Sigma Xi (60)
9. Deke B (58)
10. Baker A (55)

Louenger

(Coach from page 8)

result: the elevator got disgusted with our efforts and ascended to another floor.

We discovered at a later date that seems to the elevator was key only. We may suppose that the Institute has a privileged class, known as "The Group" (the Elevator Keys) similar to England's "Order of the Garter." At least 10 years of association with the Institute are necessary for one to be considered for induction. When a new member is inducted, he is secreted by the entire Corporation to the elevator, where the Director of Buildings and Power hands him his key. This key is inscribed on a large bronze plaque behind a glass cabinet in the faculty office, and an engraved certificate of membership is given to him.

By this elevator, and the idea is to see the results to be considered conclusive.

Power employee. This arrangement is satisfactory. The Bursar's Office, however, has by this elevator, and the idea is to see the results to be considered conclusive.

In Building 24, there is also an elevator to the proper floor by an electronic press a different button, which fires one pressing a button which activates the mechanism a, the saw cuts through the cable, and the elevator drops. When one wishes to ascend, he presses a different button, which causes a large number of Buildings and Power employees permanently fastened at various points in the shaft, and refires the cable and releases the car when necessary.

In Building 24, there is also an elevator, and its most prominent feature is its door arrangement. The doors are not flush with the floor on either side, come together from top and bottom. A careful inspection on our part reveals that the fact that on both top and bottom of each door there is a doorbell button which the car could open by pressing the button at any point. The doors open when the car stops, and the car is automatically slowed and stopped when the doors are opened.

The Elevator in Building 24 is a new installation, and is to be considered a model of its kind. It is to be considered a model of its kind.